## Session Name
Extreme data cloud workshop

### Main takeaways

**Please list here the main takeaways from the session.**

- Xtreme Data Cloud (XDC) is a SW project that contributed to the improvement to established software based on the requirements of a few large communities, as well as the long-tail of science.
- Some key software from XDC were presented and demonstrated:
  - PaaS Orchestrator
  - OneData-based metadata Repository for clinical data (ECRIN)
  - New features in OneData
    - Policy-based data transfers
    - Reworked access token mechanism

### Future steps

**Please indicate how the outputs of the discussion will be used in the work of the EOSC WGs**

- The audience was surveyed with an online form about additional needs and plans for adopting XDC solutions. The responses will be analyzed by the project and considered in future developments. The more relevant consumer of this information seems to be the Architecture WG, and the project should inform it about the result of its analysis. (The online poll is at https://app.sli.do/event/9kl2ijzy/live/polls)